WOMEN ARTISTS IN PARIS 1850–1900
"Genius is male," wrote the Goncourt brothers in 1857. The splenetic pair, whose chronicle of the literary and artistic social life of Paris launched the modern genre of malicious celebrity gossip, go on to imagine the autopsies of writers Madame de Staël and George Sand. Suspecting a "hermaphrodite" biology, they assume a physiological foundation for the masculine traits exhibited in these women's life and work. The Goncourts were similarly fascinated by the animal painter Rosa Bonheur, both for her fame and for her rejection of feminine conventions. (Bonheur lived with a woman and had an official permit from the Paris police to dress like a man, allowing her to sketch at the city's slaughterhouses and horse markets without attracting attention.) Desperate to meet her, they finagled an introduction through a mutual friend in 1859. Bonheur dreaded the meeting but felt obliged to do it as a favor. Expressing her dislike for the brothers, she knew "the ways of the world" well enough to be wary and fully on her guard. As expected, they studied her as if she were a circus curiosity, mercilessly dissecting her manners and appearance. They then described her in their *Journal* as a woman with "the head of a little humpbacked Polish Jew," and proceeded to mock her "eternal friend" Nathalie Micas for looking like an old, exhausted mime. The Goncourts reserved their greatest bile for the artists they envied, those whose talent and fame exceeded their own. They were all the more vicious if the artist seemed to them "effeminate" or, even worse, a woman.

The Goncourts' reaction to Bonheur is not exactly typical, but it is certainly telling. It is only a slightly more extreme and rhetorically colorful version of an attitude to women artists than was common among their male peers in nineteenth-century France: a mix of fascination and ridicule, dismissal and disdain. Respect and admiration were rare, and typically expressed in sexist, backhanded terms, lauding women for "painting like a man." Despite significant progress throughout the nineteenth century in women's access to artistic training and exhibition opportunities, the image of the artist remained...
predominantly male. Creative genius, inspiration, and intellectual interpretation were seen as masculine domains, and bohemian rebellion against bourgeois society was far more risky for women artists than for their male peers. There is excellent scholarship on the various associations, schools, and teaching studios that allowed women artists to advance their careers in mid-to-late nineteenth-century France, and this research is frank about the social and institutional barriers that remained, well into the twentieth century and beyond. 1 This essay, while drawing upon that scholarship, will focus on how these artists were perceived and positioned by their colleagues in paint and, occasionally, how they responded in representations of their own. Shifting between views of women artists (or the notable lack thereof) in works by male painters of the period and representations by women artists themselves, I aim to illuminate an area of women’s artistic culture that has received relatively little attention: the ways their identities as artists were contested on canvas, often in relation to the artistic identities of men.

Competition structured virtually every aspect of the art world in late nineteenth-century Paris—the École des Beaux-Arts, the Salon, the press, and the market. The city was flooded with artists, native and foreign, vying for success, a situation that made it especially difficult for women to find support among their male peers. In fact, artists were even less progressive in recognizing women’s artistic culture that has received relatively little attention: the ways their identities as artists were contested on canvas, often in relation to the artistic identities of men.

This idea of the artist was bolstered by painting of the period. Between 1864 and 1885, Henri Fantin-Latour painted five large-scale group portraits of artists, writers, and musicians that forged a new yet still overwhelmingly masculine image of collective artistic identity (fig. 1). Although their hermetic interior settings suggest a withdrawal from public life, they functioned as painted manifestos at the Salon, announcing a shared aesthetic philosophy as well as a commitment to locating inspiration in mutual admiration and homage. As group portraits, these pictures insisted on the fundamentally collective, reciprocal nature of artistic progress, despite the strain of rivalry and individualism fracturing their forms. But that ideal of collectivity and solidarity hinged in no small part on the exclusion of women, who threatened to disrupt the egalitarian ideal of the homosocial structure.

This exclusion is particularly notable in Fantin’s case, since his wife, Victoria Dubourg, was a talented and accomplished artist, known in artistic circles for her intelligence as well as her technical skill. 2 A prolific still-life painter (fig. 2), she regularly exhibited at the Paris Salon and the Royal Academy in London. She shared her husband’s devotion to the Old Masters—they were both excellent copyists, and met while painting the same Correggio in the Louvre—as well as his aesthetic commitment to Realism and resistance to Impressionist techniques. She also devoted much of her life to promoting his career and preserving his legacy. And yet there is no indication that Fantin ever considered including her—or any of the other women artists he knew well, such as Berthe Morisot and Marie Bracquemond—in his group portraits. These group portraits track a period of tremendous change in women artists’ opportunities in Paris, including the proliferation of private studio schools open to women, their active participation in the Impressionist exhibitions, and the founding of the union. And yet Fantin’s image of the artist, and of artistic association, remained adamantly male.
It is not that Fantin had no interest in painting Dubourg, or that she was unwilling to pose. Fantin painted her reading or simply sitting (never painting) on several occasions, and again in _The Dubourg Family_ (1878), where she is defined in relation to her family as a daughter and sister and in relation to Fantin as a wife. 10 Edgar Degas painted her in 1868 or 1869, right around the time of her engagement to Fantin, and his portrait vaguely alludes to Dubourg's vocation in its emphasis on her reddened hands, intelligent eyes, and the bouquet of flowers near her head (fig. 3). But however arresting this portrait is as an image of unvarnished femininity, engaging candor, and confidence, it is not—at least not explicitly—the portrait of an artist. Degas originally planned to include two paintings on the wall behind Dubourg, more overtly referencing her trade and aesthetic allegiances, but these details were ultimately removed. 11 Dubourg was never painted as a painter, despite her constant presence at the easel both at home and in the Louvre, not to mention the notable success of her work in Paris and London. 12 This fact is all the more remarkable in that Fantin painted two pictures of women artists at work. The _Drawing Lesson_ (1875) depicts one of her first students, Louise Rousser, and her friend drawing in his studio, and a study of 1880 depicts another student, the English woman Sarah Badgett, contemplating a blank canvas and a vase of flowers with palette in hand (fig. 4). Both paintings were highly successful, exhibited internationally to critical acclaim. 13 One can only speculate as to why these women captured Fantin's artistic imagination when Dubourg—albeit in her role as a painter—did not. Perhaps he was more comfortable depicting women artists as students. Dubourg was his partner and peer, with a style dangerously close to his own.

Fantin's group portraits never included a female writer or musician, either. The _Toast! Homage to Truth_ (1865) featured a nude female model as an allegory of Truth, but the artist destroyed this picture after a disastrous reception at the Salon, due in no small part to the awkward presence of a woman in a room full of men! 14 Victoria Dubourg's absence from around the Piano (1882) is particularly notable, given that she introduced Fantin to the German music—Wagner, Schumann, Brahms—to which this work and so many of his lithographs pay tribute (fig. 5). 15 (She was also an excellent musician. The piano featured in the painting was played primarily by her.) In fact, Fantin initially envisioned a group of women singing around the piano, but abandoned the idea when he could not find enough women to pose. 16 (He did not like to work with professional models, preferring to paint family and friends.) When he sent a sketch of the composition to Ruth Edwards, a close friend and the wife of his dealer in England, he included an explanation as to why there were no women, as originally planned: “I'm not put off by the idea of women, I always paint gatherings of artists, not gatherings of society, and confidence, it is not—at least not explicitly—the portrait of an artist. Degas originally planned to include two paintings on the wall behind Dubourg, more overtly referencing her trade and aesthetic allegiances, but these details were ultimately removed. 11 Dubourg was never painted as a painter, despite her constant presence at the easel both at home and in the Louvre, not to mention the notable success of her work in Paris and London. 12 This fact is all the more remarkable in that Fantin painted two pictures of women artists at work. 13

women with the insipid noise of “society,” and his rhetorical separation of this society from the gatherings of “artists” he preferred, make clear that he never had women artists in mind. Including Dubourg in his group portraits, or even depicting her singly as a painter, would have required Fantin to negotiate her status as an artist in relation to his own. What’s more, it would have required him to publicly recognize her significance to his work. Dubourg was the more educated and intellectual of the two, with particularly deep knowledge of German literature, philosophy, and music. The painter Jacques-Émile Blanche recounts how she regularly shared literary reviews with her husband, entertained visitors at teatime by translating Hegel, Schopenhauer, and the Ring legend, and translated English criticism of her husband’s and other artists’ work. 17 Her knowledge and her generosity in sharing it did much to define Fantin’s aesthetic interests, shape his social life, and advance his career. In particular, she must have been involved in many aspects of the group portraits, hosting the Monday evening salons that brought their artists and literary milieu into their home, helping to schedule and coordinate sittings, listening and offering counsel when tensions within the group threatened to boil over, and guiding sitters to the subterranean studio beneath their residence on the rue des Beaux-Arts. Dubourg

---

Fig. 3. Edgar Degas (French, 1834–1917), _The Dubourg Family_ (1879), Musée d'Orsay, Paris, RF2173

Fig. 4. Henri Fantin-Latour (French, 1836–1904), _Around the Piano: Adolphe Julien, Arthur Bourgeois, Émile Benoît, Edmond Maltry, Antoine Lacasson, Vincent d’Indy, Aimable Piganeau_ (1885), Oil on canvas, 63 x 27 3/4 in. (160 x 70.5 cm). Musée des Beaux-Arts, Tournai, Belgium

Fig. 5. Henri Fantin-Latour (French, 1836–1904), _Around the Piano: Adolphe Julien, Arthur Bourgeois, Émile Benoît, Edmond Maltry, Antoine Lacasson, Vincent d’Indy, Aimable Piganeau_ (1885), Oil on canvas, 63 x 27 3/4 in. (160 x 70.5 cm). Musée d’Orsay, Paris, RF2173
had a studio adjacent to Fantin’s but also shared his ample, sky-lit space. Photographs of the studio show Fantin’s portraits of Dubourg decorating the walls. Dubourg’s own portrait of her sister is also prominently displayed. As artists, they worked side-by-side as colleagues, just as they had in the Louvre. They even collaborated on a few canvases, and their work is so close in style and technique that the attribution of several still lifes remains in question. (At least four Dubourg paintings have been sold as Fantins with false signatures. Dubourg was incensed to see this happening even in her lifetime.) No wonder she was “exasperated” by the “unbearable tone” of condescension in Blanché’s account of her domestic role. Much more than a great hostess and accommodating translator, Dubourg was a serious artist with a remarkable range of mind.

Fantin was far from alone in relegating women artists to a supporting role outside his paintings. Women rarely appear in nineteenth-century French representations of artistic communities in any medium, visual or literary. It is only slightly more common to find women artists painted singly by male colleagues, and when they are, they are almost always unidentifiable as artists. Degas depicted Dubourg once and Mary Cassatt on several occasions, but never in the act of drawing or painting, although he does depict Cassatt in the Louvre. As far as we know, Dubourg was depicted once and Mary Cassatt on several occasions, but never in the act of drawing or painting, although he does depict Cassatt in the Louvre. But Dubourg was incensed to see his paintings sold as Fantins with false signatures. Dubourg was incensed to see this happening even in her lifetime. No wonder she was “exasperated” by the “unbearable tone” of condescension in Blanché’s account of her domestic role. Much more than a great hostess and accommodating translator, Dubourg was a serious artist with a remarkable range of mind.

Likewise, Édouard Manet’s many paintings of Berthe Morisot show no sign of her vocation. The only woman he—like Fantin—depicted in the role of artist was a young artist, who chose to leave this area unfinished (more likely the latter, since the work bears her initials), the result is that it comes just shy of making her identity as an artist explicit. Nonetheless, Fantin and Cassatt had a studio adjacent to Fantin’s but also shared his ample, sky-lit space. Photographs of the studio show Fantin’s portraits of Dubourg decorating the walls. Dubourg’s own portrait of her sister is also prominently displayed. As artists, they worked side-by-side as colleagues, just as they had in the Louvre. They even collaborated on a few canvases, and their work is so close in style and technique that the attribution of several still lifes remains in question. (At least four Dubourg paintings have been sold as Fantins with false signatures. Dubourg was incensed to see this happening even in her lifetime.) No wonder she was “exasperated” by the “unbearable tone” of condescension in Blanché’s account of her domestic role. Much more than a great hostess and accommodating translator, Dubourg was a serious artist with a remarkable range of mind.

As these paintings make clear, the status of women artists was contested not only in the realm of social life and institutional politics but also in works of art. When women artists were depicted at work by their male peers, they were usually shown as students following the instruction of a male teacher, or as copyists reproducing an Old Master. An example of the latter, Norbert Goeneutte’s Marcelle Desboutin and Her Friends at the Louvre, before a Fresco by Botticelli (1892) is a playful meditation on the role of women in art, as sources of divine inspiration and diligent reproduction (plate 2). The painting captures the surge of interest in Botticelli in France during the mid-1880s, following the acquisition of two frescoes by the artist for the Louvre in 1881. Transferred from the Villa Lemni in Florence, the frescoes were installed at the top of the Durazzo staircase flanking the entrance to the gallery of large-format French paintings. They quickly became a favorite subject for copyists, especially British and American visitors and women. Goeneutte’s scene depicts one of these frescoes, Venus and the Graces Present Gifts to a Young Girl (ca. 1480), surrounded by a group of men and a female painter, who is working at her easel on what appears to be a full-scale copy. Identified as an English woman, she echoes the slim silhouette of Botticelli’s young girl, and the space between her and the group of men—a division made emphatic by her massive canvas—represents the compositional gap that separates the divine and earthly figures in the fresco.
The painting was exhibited in the Salon of 1892, with the group of men identified as the painter and engraver Marcellin Desboutin; the engraver Henri Guérard (who was married to Eva Gonzalès); the critics Roger Marx and Arsène Alexandre; another painter, Victor Vigoon; and Goeneutte himself. The central figure in the group, wearing a red cap and scarf, is Desboutin, now better known for his appearance as an archetypal bohemian in pictures by Manet and Degas than for his own work. But in the 1890s he was a widely respected painter and engraver, and he trained Goeneutte in both media. This painting is an homage to him as much as to Botticelli, laying its allegiances in a way likely inspired by Fantin’s groups. The difference is that Goeneutte positions his group in relation to women. Like Fantin, he represents his artistic community as exclusively male, but this exclusivity is called into question by the female figures in their midst. Appearing in ideal, mythological form—distanced by layers of time and the picture-within-a-picture motif—or separated by an enormous canvas wall, Goeneutte’s female figures are peripheral to the group. Nonetheless, they are a vivid reminder of the shift from model and muse to student and peer that defined women’s progress in the art world of nineteenth-century Paris.

Goeneutte delights in the ironic interplay between Botticelli’s lithe mythological figures and his modern Parisians, using richly colored scarves of blue and red to link the two most central men in the corresponding feminine divinity in the fresco. The painting’s wit hinges on the shift from divine to earthly, Renaissance to modern, feminine to masculine, in its two representational registers. Goeneutte juxtaposes the ideal beauty, creativity, and love that Venus and her retinue represent to the modern “reality” of the art world in fin-de-siècle Paris, where the iconography of gender is removed from the realm of mythological allegory but appears no less absolute. The segregation of male and female artists is unequivocal—virtually architectural—but this segregation is complicated by Goeneutte’s dual relationship to the picture as a presence within it and the artist behind the scenes. Although the woman behind the easel occupies the role of copyist within the narrative space of the painting, and Goeneutte is part of the group of male artists and critics representing a more intellectual engagement with art, it is, in fact, Goeneutte who is the copyist of Botticelli’s fresco, subsuming the depicted woman’s task into his own original composition. The woman’s painting remains invisible to anyone but her; we cannot know whether she is copying the fresco faithfully, translating it loosely, or incorporating it into an original composition à la Goeneutte. Whether or not the artist intended it, the painting plays with our stereotypical assumptions about women as copyists and men as creators by blurring the seemingly impassable boundaries between the two.

The strange orientation of the group—all but one of them are posed in profile, rather than facing the fresco—can be explained by Goeneutte’s wish to echo Botticelli’s composition with his own. But it also suggests that the men may be looking at Botticelli’s pendant—a Young Man Being Introduced to the Seven Liberal Arts—outside the frame (fig. 9). Goeneutte’s arrangement of artists is a mirror image of this fresco’s composition, inverting its depiction of a male figure at left encountering seven female figures at right. By incorporating a copy of Botticelli’s Venus and the Graces into his composition and flipping the figural arrangement and the gender imbalance of the unseen fresco, Goeneutte makes his painting their modern companion piece, an addendum to Botticelli’s pair. In order to align himself with the Old Master, he must take on the subservient (feminine) role of copyist. The painting articulates this age-old conundrum of emulation in knowingly gendered terms.

When women artists of this period included themselves in pictures of artistic community, the result tended to revolve around the hierarchy of homage or around the bonds of friendship essential to their careers. But like Fantin and his colleagues, they used such paintings as an opportunity to define themselves as artists via bonds of association. Although they tended to paint less formalized genre scenes (more like Goeneutte than Fantin) that do not announce themselves as portraits of artist groups, this relative modesty can be deceptive. Louise Abbéma’s monumental A Young Man Being Introduced to the Seven Liberal Arts depicts a scene of refined yet relaxed sociability in the winter garden of Sarah Bernhardt’s elegant home on the rue Fortuny (plate 24). Abbéma and Bernhardt were lifelong friends, so close that they were rumored to be lovers, and shared a passion for painting. Abbéma positions her self-portrait behind the fashionable actress, lounging on fur-draped cushions like the mistress of the house. The famous librettist Fénéde Nacée is seated at left, and Abbéma’s parents, along with an unidentified little girl, occupy the center of the painting, further evidence of the intimacy between the artist and her host. Although Abbéma’s likeness recedes behind the luminous portrait of Bernhardt in white, and is easy to overlook amid the general profusion of plants, food, and exotic decor, she nonetheless exploits the opportunity to promote her talent by association with Bernhardt, not only Bernhardt’s fame, wealth, and cultural sophistication but also the unprecedented respect she had earned as an actress. The painting was not as advantageous for Bernhardt, however, who was skewed in the
pears in 1878–79 for the “dispersion” of her talent in painting and sculpture. As a public figure engaged in multiple art forms, she was criticized as an amateur dabbler rather than praised as a Renaissance woman.33

Louise Catherine Breslau painted several portraits of artist friends, both male and female, throughout her career. But it is her early work The Friends, the only one that shows her painting, that proved to be the most important picture of her career [plate 1]. This intimate group portrait of the twenty-four-year-old artist at her easel alongside her roommates, the painter Sophie Schaeppi and the singer Maria Feller, was Breslau’s first big success at the Salon, earning her an honorable mention—quite a coup for a young, unknown artist of any gender. By placing herself modestly off to the side, cropped by the picture’s right edge, Breslau emphasizes the intensely thoughtful features of her friends—Feller in profile and Schaeppi in the center en face. A virtuosically painted white dog joins them at the table, its muzzle demurely tucked into its fluffy chest, in an equally affecting expression of introversion that echoes Breslau’s profile, making the two of them a pair.34 Breslau’s self-portrait, a view from behind, is resolutely drab and withdrawn, as if she were reserving her most vivid brushwork, color, and psychological expression for the dog and the portraits of her friends. Despite this act of modesty, the painting made the artist’s reputation practically overnight. But Breslau had already set her apart from the aristocratic women Dubufe typically painted, suggesting that Dubufe had little control over the artist’s appearance. But it is the presence of a massive bull next to her that makes her difference wildly clear. As Bonheur recounts in her memoirs, “He started off with me leaning on a table. I began grumbling the second time I posed. That’s when he got the idea of having me paint a real live bull’s head over the spot where that boring table had been.”35

By the mid-1850s, Bonheur was internationally known for monumental works like Plowing in Nivernais [plate 72] and The Horse Fair (1852–55), both huge successes at the Salon and beyond. She showed the latter painting to Queen Victoria in a private viewing at Buckingham Palace in 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.36 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.37 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.38 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.39 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.40 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.41 This was also the year that her portrait was painted by Édouard Louis Dubufe, a leading portraitist of high society known especially for his flattering, sentimental depictions of women and children. His Portrait of Rosa Bonheur, exhibited at the Salon of 1856, and a biography and a monograph were published the same year, when she was only thirty-three.42 This time Bonheur cosigned the painting herself: “The artist reported said, ‘In the way of males, I like only the bulls that I paint.’”43 In this way Bonheur became the alpha artist in the portrait transaction, and her bull steals the show. staring directly out of the picture with the piercing gaze and tilted head of a concerned companion, the animal is a literal bull’s-eye that pulls the viewer’s attention from Bonheur. Serving as a kind of protector, it seems poised to bull the artist from public scrutiny, while exemplifying her talents as an animalist. Bonheur later reported that Ernest Gambart, her British dealer who commissioned the portrait, was “delighted by the change,” especially since it allowed him to sell engravings of it with her signature, increasing their market value (Bonheur’s fame far exceeded Dubufe’s). This is just one of many instances revealing Bonheur’s savvy as a businesswoman, someone who knew how to work with others to manage her image and career.

Decades later, in 1872, when her age made her all the more self-conscious of her image for posterity, Bonheur welcomed the sisters Georges Achille-Fould and Consule Fould to her country retreat at By so they could each paint her portrait. Once again, Bonheur collaborated in the construction of her image, painting the dog that she portrayed caresses in the bottom left corner of the painting by Consule Fould [fig. 11].44 This time Bonheur composed the painting itself,
Bonheur’s signature appears in the lower right-hand corner, while Bonheur’s name appears at lower left over the dog’s fur, making the collaboration plain. As in Dubufe’s portrait, Bonheur places her addition under the protective gesture of her painting arm, claiming the creature as hers, as belonging to her art, while also signaling to the viewer that this part of the painting is in her hand.

In these collaborations Bonheur upstages her image-makers with her sensitive, spectacularly realist animals, whose penetrating, empathic gazes make her image look staid in comparison. In doing so, she promotes her talents as an animalier, but at the same time necessarily sacrifices her image as a woman. Her public image, her appearance, is juxtaposed to a bull and a dog, with all their connotations of masculinity, in civility, and homeliness. Bonheur jokes about this juxtaposition in a letter to Fould, writing of her effort to make the dog’s head “match the calf’s head,” a self-deprecating allusion to her own image in the painting. By aligning her portrait with an animal, she not only identifies her artistic niche but also plays defiantly with the cruel stereotype of intelligent and talented women as ugly and unfeminine, and makes the most affecting and soulful presence in the picture the animal, rather than herself. In this sense, these pictures are an allegory of the double bind Bonheur had to navigate as a woman artist. Both portrait and self-portrait in one, they indicate how other artists and society at large perceived her—as a woman who, however tremendous her success, still awkwardly occupied the role of artist—while also insisting on how she would like to be perceived, not for her gender or for her appearance but for her work.

Anna Klumpke recounts in detail her experience painting Bonheur’s portrait in 1898 [plate 9], revealing to what extent Bonheur cared about her portrayal and directed the process from beginning to end. Bonheur was concerned about her appearance, particularly as far as it represented her femininity. Her stated desire to be represented in women’s clothes was complicated by her repeated resistance to putting them on, and she complained about the fact that “the great portrait painters never asked [her] to pose for them” even while declaring that she would not have liked “sitting for a man.” This conflicted attitude toward her womanhood and the restrictions it placed on her status as an artist shows that Bonheur’s fame and success did not alleviate her insecurity about the relationship between her feminine and artistic identities. Her complaint also shows that she had forgotten or wished to disavow Dubufe’s portrait, not to mention Nicaise de Keyser’s Great Artists of the Nineteenth-Century French School (1878), which features Bonheur in the front row. Otherwise, she only entrusted her painted image to women, and largely dictated the pictures herself. Likewise, she asked Klumpke to write her definitive life story in 1898, making clear that she would have editorial control. According to Klumpke, this biography was “one of [Bonheur’s] main preoccupations.” Her previous biographers had failed to capture her main sources of inspiration, she felt, and it was because Klumpke was a woman that she could trust her “to interpret [her] life for posterity.”

In 1900 Maurice Denis painted a Fantin-inspired group portrait titled Homage to Cézanne, featuring a gathering of nine artists and writers in the shop of art dealer Ambroise Vollard [fig. 12]. Remarkably, the artist’s wife, Marthe, appears on the outer margin of the group, ostensibly assembled to admire a still life by Paul Cézanne. Her head tucked behind a frame and her face looking out through a sheer lace veil, Marthe Denis addresses the viewer as if colluding in some kind of secret, with a white-gloved hand holding a lorgnette peeking out behind Bonnard. Marthe was not an artist, but her presence here at least qualifies her as a viewer and a participating factor in the group portrait.
Twenty-five years later, Denis would continue a more ambitious and much more public group portrait in the Dutch Cupula of the Petit Palais representing the history of French art and artists from the Middle Ages to Monet. His composition features thirty-seven of the nation’s most illustrious artists alongside figures plucked from celebrated works of art. Although women are ample represented among the latter—the bare-breasted Marianne from the ‘Liberty Leading the People’ among women artists, see also Jane Becker, *Nothing Like a Rival: A Life of Cassatt* (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 103–5.—it is perhaps too subtle of the crucial role women played in the Impressionist exhibitions. Still, it is hard to celebrate such a minuscule form of recognition. Barely visible in the distance, Morisot holds a bouquet of flowers and a parasol, smiling at the viewer. Unlike her male colleagues in the foreground, she bears no palette or sketchbook to identify her as an artist.24 Indeed, without an identifying label, few would ever notice that she is there.

For art criticism, the evidence is similarly slim. In 1932 critics were still praising women artists like Breslau for their “male intelligence.”25 On the bright side, this critic was positively reviewing a pioneering exhibition of art by women who had studied at the Académie Julian, an exhibition that brought these women’s collective work to public attention for the first time.26 Women continued to fight for the education, institutional support, and broad social freedoms necessary to develop their talent as artists, without which it was impossible to overturn the pervasive notion of artistic genius as male.27 Representations of the female artist, for example, through the figure of the model, remained either the objectification of the artist or an idealized figure that conformed to the artists’ and critics’ view of female beauty.28 Women artists were frequently depicted “as a type, a category, a species . . . , not as individuals, but as a group.”29 The evidence of how “women were not accepted necessarily as individually representative of the studio’s decor or the space for posterity.”30

(3) In a small red-figure portrait appears on the left right behind Dubourg’s head in a sketch for the painting in a composition very similar to Degas’s 1867–68 portrait of the artist James Tissot. Degas and others used cropped preliminary studies for final paintings and the present oil portrait is likely one of these.31

4. For correspondence between Bonheur and Lorens see letter of 4 January 1877.


29. On Bonheur’s self-conscious attention to the concept of the “femme peintre,” see note 30 above.

30. On Bonheur’s “femme peintre” identity and the sexist criticism she received for this self-conscious attention to the concept of the “femme peintre,” see note 30 above.


33. On the portrait of Degas’s depictions of Cassatt in *The Painted Word* (New York: Da Capo Press, 1969). There is at least one other reproduction of this photograph showing the same three women. For a broader historical overview, see Garb, “Revising the History of the ‘Femme Peintre,’” 71–72.


39. On Bonheur’s “femme peintre” identity and the sexist criticism she received for this self-conscious attention to the concept of the “femme peintre,” see note 30 above.
